Mother’s Day Left Right Story

Mama WRIGHT and Suzie WRIGHT were running late for the big Mother’s Day Luncheon at church.

Mama WRIGHT had LEFT her favorite skirt in the washing machine and she couldn’t find another skirt that looked RIGHT with her new sweater.

Suzie tried in vain to convince Mama WRIGHT that her new sweater looked allRIGHT with her black dress pants, but Mama WRIGHT not convinced. Skirts and pants were strewn LEFT and RIGHT all over the bedroom floor.

There was no way they’d be on time, even though the church was just RIGHT around the corner from their home. Suzie tried to keep calm, knowing they should have LEFT 10 minutes earlier.

Suzie begged Mama WRIGHT to hurry and pick something as there wouldn’t be any seats LEFT by the time they got to the church.

Mama WRIGHT, with no other options LEFT, slipped into her dress pants and LEFT her wet skirt behind, still sitting in the washing machine.

Suzie dashed out the door, got the car started RIGHT up, and waited for Mama WRIGHT outside.

As they began to back down the driveway Mama WRIGHT realized she had LEFT her famous lemon pound cake sitting on the counter. Suzie, not wanting to waste any more time, jumped RIGHT out of the car and LEFT Mama WRIGHT sitting there stunned, as she ran (as best as she could in her heels) up the driveway and RIGHT back into the house to retrieve the pound cake that had been LEFT behind.

With the pound cake resting on Mama WRIGHT’s lap, Suzie kicked the car into reverse and headed RIGHT around the corner to the church.

Thankfully there was one parking spot LEFT near the kitchen door. Suzie parked the car, grabbed the cake, and passed it RIGHT into the waiting hands of the luncheon coordinator, Debbie. Debbie quickly and quietly ushered them RIGHT through the kitchen and toward two empty chairs on the LEFT side of the room as they were just about to pray.

Suzie deeply sighed and breathed a quiet, “Thank you Lord”, for she and Mama WRIGHT had made it to the luncheon at just the RIGHT time.